Implementing a Network DiagnosticTool
for Mainframes: A User’s Experience
THE

BY MIKE MEGSON

This article examines how one site’s conversion to Frame
Relay and APPN prompted them to seek an alternative
to a GTF trace for network problem diagnosis.

move to a new network structure of Frame relay and APPN
was heralded as a great stride forward for my site. It offered
us many benefits including reduced costs, increased availability
and ease of management. Unfortunately, the one commodity that
cannot be bought off the shelf with the hardware is experience in
network problem diagnosis.
The main tool for network problem diagnosis is the trace because
it shows a complete and accurate picture of what actually happened. The problem has always been that traces are difficult to read
and the learning curve needed to debug SDLC and SNA traces is
steep. It quickly became apparent that we needed to improve our
understanding of Frame Relay and APPN in order to be able to
diagnose problems in these new networks.
As a major European bank with 14 mainframes, 16 Local
3745/6s and 60 remote NCPs, the need for effective debugging
tools is very important. After undergoing a merger of two very
large SNA networks, the bank is now positioning itself to take
advantage of new technologies. The main tasks being performed to
set the foundation include the following:
◆
◆
◆
◆

convert the SDLC backbone to Frame Relay
implement APPN/HPR
implement IP on MVS
implement multiple Parallel Sysplexes

The initial Frame Relay and APPN conversions were implemented on the test network, which is comprised of three mainframes, four local NCPs, and three remote NCPs. The process of
debugging was painfully slow, partly because of the learning curve
involved, but mainly because of the debugging tools we had at the
time. On one occasion, the APPN flows were analyzed from a oneminute trace using ACT/TAP. It took one of our experienced network systems programmers two weeks to find all the relevant
details in order to evaluate the information presented. This made
the task of resolving real bugs very time consuming.
It was clear that a major investment in diagnostic tools was
required, as the existing techniques were no longer able to cope
with the new protocols and the much higher volume of traffic
encountered with the new network. The workload placed on the
team, due to problem resolution, could potentially impact the
implementation dates for APPN and Frame Relay.
Historically, network problem determination for the mainframe
user has generally been ignored by the software houses and left to
the hardware vendors. This has meant that the tools that are available, apart from VTAM traces, tend to be specific to that vendor’s
hardware. The software tools provided by IBM such as GTF for
trace data collection and ACF/TAP for formatting the trace data
were not developed for the user to solve LU6.2, APPN and Frame
Relay type problems.
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Figure 1: Network Configuration
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We had been unable to identify any
software tools that met our needs when
we were introduced to EXIGENCE
(info@willdata.com) by a technical contact
at another bank that was considering
implementing it.
After reading the marketing materials
and technical summary we asked for an
evaluation copy. At first glance, the product claimed to support the two areas we
were concerned with, namely APPN and
Frame Relay.
The next step was to see if the product
met our expectations. The installation documentation was
well written and contained all the information that would be
needed for a successful installation. Like many sites involved
with installations, we were confronted with the problem of
datasets provided on the cartridge clashing with the RACF definitions. Since we do not have a tame RACF co-ordinator, this
made our installation of the product a little difficult because
we had to opt for BLP (Bypass label processing); this meant
guessing where the files were. Despite this, however, we were
able to follow the documentation, which consists of one concise,
well-written manual.
Four trace types are offered, however, because of our network
design only three types were really important to the bank.

EXIGENCE runs its own started task as a VTAM application.
One of its major technical features is that it captures its own trace
data rather than relying on GTF. This means that it is able to trap
and display the potential maximum of 32KB of any RU. This is
vital when investigating any APPN or other LU6.2 problems, as
important information is now often at the end of the RU. The trace
capture is achieved by intercepts in VTAM that capture the data as
it passes from the Application Program Interface (API) to the
Transmission Subsystem Component (TSC). The line traces are
taken using the standard trace components of the NCP. The trace
data is captured and encapsulated in a RECTRD. These are
intercepted as they return to VTAM. The data is then buffered in
32KB blocks and written out to a disk. We were concerned that the
potential overhead of running traces could impact the systems.
However, any overhead has proved to be negligible. There is the
potential that we might need to send traces
to other third parties, so the ability to import
and export traces in a standard GTF format
proved useful.
A trace is defined using a menu system
and then run from the menu using simple
start/stop commands. The trace can immediately be viewed online and searched/
scanned for any condition or character
string. Certain events in the trace such as
negative responses, FMH7s and Control
Vector 35s are automatically highlighted.
FMH7s and Control Vector 35s are important as they are used extensively in LU6.2
and APPN to carry sense and error information in the event of
a problem.
The code to translate traces is a mixture of rules and a data display language. The product’s developers were faced with the
problem of having to decode complex data structures that could
be self-defining and appear in multiple positions within the trace
record. They developed their own language to do this which,
they claim will allow them to add new data formats as they
are announced.
The production network was well into the implementation cycle
of Frame Relay when we first started our evaluation. The main
appeal of the product was its claim to capture the Frame Relay and
APPN trace data. Its ability to view them online as well as formatted
was a real bonus.
As shown in Figure 1, our network is structured as follows:

The problem has always
been that traces are difficult
to read and the learning
curve needed to debug SDLC
and SNA traces is steep.

◆
◆
◆
◆

SIT
LINE
BUFFER
XDT (Although a powerful feature, it was of limited use to us.)

As soon as we started to use the software, it quickly became apparent
that it was an entirely different approach to network problem
determination than to which we were accustomed; it is completely
online and the user is able to take traces, scan and search them, and
expand data areas at the touch of a button. Gone were the batch
programs (GTF and ACF/TAP), the endless negotiations with
colleagues to find who else is running a trace and the piles of
manuals required to translate the data formats.
So how did the product do it? After some persuasion, the vendor
agreed to explain how it all worked.

◆ all INN connections between local and
Remote NCPs are Frame Relay
◆ the local NCPs connect to all hosts
via ESCON
◆ all hosts will eventually be totally
meshed via ESCON
With a network of this complexity, the ability to find out what is
really happening in the network and to trace and filter that information is important. We hoped to accomplish the following sitespecific tasks:
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Figure 2: SNA Flow Display for an APPN Session
Number
0077
0078
0080
0081
0082
0084
0085
0086
0087
0088
0089
0091
0092
0094
0095
0096

LU
VTAM
TV437A05 <--sc_DACTLU---<--CDSESSEND(s)-----NLAAB00A --FM5(22F0F0F3)-------------------->
SSCPFB
<---------------FM5(22F0F0F3)------CDRM08
<---------------FM5(22F0F0F3)------<--SESSEND(s)-------NCIWP100 --SESSEND(s)--->
ENAWP101 <-CINIT(s)-----SSCPFB
--FM5(22F0F0F3)-------------------->
CDRM08
--FM5(22F0F0F3)-------------------->
NLAAB00A <---------------FM5(22F0F0F3)------NLAAB00A --FM5(22F0F0F3)-------------------->
NLAAB00A <---------------FM5(22F0F0F3)------TV437A05 <--sc_ACTLU----AAUTCNMI --FORWARD(mn)-->
AAUTCNMI <--DELIVER(mn)--

LU
CDRM04
NLAAB00B
NLAAB00B
NLAAB00B
TQ150A01

NLAAB00B
NLAAB00B
NLAAB00B
NLAAB00B
NLAAB00B

◆ locates the next or previous entry
for this LU-LU session

Figure 3: Online Field Explanation for a sc_DACTLU
Number
LU
VTAM
LU
0077
TV437A05
<--sc_DACTLU-------------0078
<--CDSESSEND(s)-----CDRM04
0080
NLAAB00A
--FM5(22F0F0F3)------------------------------>
NLAAB00B
0081
SSCPFB
<---------------FM5(22F0F0F3)----------------NLAAB00B
0082
CDRM08
<---------------FM5(22F0F0F3)----------------NLAAB00B
0084
<--SESSEND(s)-------TQ150A01
0085
NCIWP100
--SESSEND(s)------------>
------------------------------------------------------------------------------DACTLU
X’0E’
Expedited
Session Control(SC)
The Deactivate Logical Unit RU is sent from an SSCP to an LU on the expedited flow and is used
to deactivate the session between the SSCP and the Logical Unit (SSCP-LU session).

Figure 4: A Single Trace Entry Displayed in Hex
0077
NLAAB00B ==>> TV437A05 CID= 00000000
TH 40000032 00000000
00000053
00000002
1D001182
RH 6B8000
RU 0E0100
* ...
***** End of trace record ******

TOD= 15:45:46.046833
000163B4
0006
Req=sc_DACTLU
*

Figure 5: Any Field Can Be Expanded to Show Individual Bit Settings
0077
disp
0000
0001
0002

RU contains:- Session Control request
.....value......
..translation.........
0E
Command code = DACTLU
01
Type of deactivation :0000 0001
Normal deactivation
00
reserved

◆ When there are 25,000 sessions to
an application and you only want
to see the traffic to and from the
application to one terminal, filtering
is a mandatory requirement.
◆ When you have 300 DLCI connections
via one 2MB Frame Relay connection
you need to be able to isolate traffic for
a specific DLCI on a LINE or SIT trace.

BUFFER TRACE

We’ve ascertained that
the improvement in our
network problem resolution
technique has played
a major role in ensuring
our implementation dates.

readable. Initially the flow information
didn’t contain the program names in the
FMH5s and the entry had to be expanded
to view this info rm ation. Once the
enhancement was suggested to the developers, it only took two or three days for
them to deliver the modifi c ations to
p rovide a helpful and re a d able SNA
flow that was of real use to us with the
APPN implementation.
The program contains many functions
and facilities to correlate and find specific
information, such as the following:

◆ performs pair selection (occurs when
selected only records for the selected
pair are displayed)
◆ switches Receive Readys (RRs)
off online traces
It was the ability to capture and interpret
APPN traffic that made us want to evaluate
this product. Unlike the EXIGENCE product’s documentation, the APPN diagnostic
information is spread across a large number
of IBM manuals and is very difficult to
extract easily and intelligibly. There is no
need to specify what type of trace you are
looking at, so the BUFFER trace is able to
display any APPN traffic that is present.
See Figure 2. The ability to expand the
trace entry is only a keystroke away and
only requires a little practice to get used to
not having to look for the manuals.
For example, take entry 77 as shown in
Figure 2. By placing the cursor under
sc_DACTLU and pressing PF11, you are
provided with the information shown in
Figure 3. Setting the cursor under the number 77 and pressing PF11 provides the
information shown in Figure 4, and placing
the cursor under RU and pressing PF11 provides the information shown in Figure 5.
The network support staff got used
to the buffer trace so quickly that when
the old approach had to be used in the
p roduction netwo rk many unkind re marks were aired about the old techniques. One unforeseen benefit was that
the buffer trace was being used effectively
by junior members of the team within
days, rather than years in the case of the
traditional methods.

The information obtained from a buffer
trace is itself unremarkable, but when presented by the product, it was helpful and

◆ locates next negative response
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Figure 6: Line Flow Display
Number
000033
000034
000035
000036
000037
000038
000039
000040
000041
000042
000043
000044
000045
000046
000047
000048

Line
0035
0035
0035
0035
0035
0035
0035
0035
0035
0035
0035
0035
0035
0035
0035
0035

Fmt/type
SDLC
--Rcv Appl/data------------------>
SDLC
--Rcv +ve rsp-------------------->
SDLC
<-----------X-data nodata--------SDLC
--Rcv VR-pac-rsp----------------->
SDLC
<-----------X-data VR-pac-rsp----SDLC
--Rcv Appl/data------------------>
SDLC
--Rcv +ve rsp-------------------->
SDLC
<-----------X-data nodata--------SDLC
--Rcv Last-chn------------------->
SDLC
--Rcv Mid-chn-------------------->
SDLC
<-----------X-data nodata--------SDLC
<-----------X-data VR-pac-rsp----SDLC
--Rcv nodata--------------------->
SDLC
<-----------Rcv------------------SDLC
--Rcv NC-ACTVR------------------->
SDLC
<-----------X-data +ve rsp--------

1156.0159
1156.0159
1156
1156.0000
1156.0000
1156.0159
1156.0159
1156
1156.0159
1156.0159
1156
1156.0000
1156
1156.0000
1156.0000

Figure 7: Individual Line Trace Entry Showing Components
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------000033
0035 ==>>
1156.0159
PARM D7001099 150C0000 006F15A8 00000000 00000000
STAT E2001001 4C130000 00528AA4 00000000 00000020 LRq=Rcv Appl/data
X-FR C9003D00
Req=Appl/data
DLCI 2241
Addr=0484(001156) FECN=0 BECN=0 D/E=0
SNAP 03084C80 7081
Layer 2 protocol is 802.2
L2 04040868
TH 40806260 2E3D869C 0000000E 00000003 1C000159 02AF078E 0754
RH 039020
Contains the following :
Structure name
1st 16 bytes of structure...
Application Data
007212FF 00380000 00000000 00000000
***** End of trace record *****

SIT AND LINE TRACES
The SIT and LINE traces were of particular interest due to the massive volume
of data associated with them. Although
we have considerable experience with
Frame Relay, it usually took a long time to
debug a trace. It was also time consuming
and difficult to reduce the volume of data
to a digestible level so that the piece of
information being searched for could be
easily identified. These traces provide a
huge amount of information, which makes
p ro blem identifi c ation and re s o l u t i o n
become a reality.
The information presented by the LINE
trace is at a detailed level and a major
portion of the trace is comprised of “RRs”
(Receive Readys). With the ability to
remove these, the trace is immediately
reduced in size by a minimum of 50 percent
(in some cases, we discovered the trace to
be virtually empty after removing the RRs).
www.naspa.net

This is useful but is of limited value when it
comes to Frame Relay lines because the
RRs are at a lower level and can only be
seen in a SIT trace. A line trace when
displayed has the look and feel of a standard
buffer trace and provides the ability to zoom
in and expand some of the more relevant
pieces of information,as shown in Figure 6.
However, each entry can be individually
expanded as shown in Figure 7.
Because we’ve been concentrating on the
network, we haven’t had the chance to
explore the other trace types the product
contains. Traces such as X25 and Token
Ring have never been started, partly due to
time but mainly because these areas of our
network are stable.

the SIT trace has not worked to our full
satisfaction. To be fair to the developers,
they had not originally proposed to have
the SIT trace in the product. However, a
3746/M900 adapter trace is effectively
a SIT trace. Since we run a large number of
Frame Relay lines through our 3746/M900
frames, which produces a different format
of trace record from Frame Relay lines
from the 3745s, we asked the developers to
provide this support.
During our evaluation we compiled a
10-page report highlighting the areas of
concern and sent this to the developers. The
majority of our minor complaints such
as PF Keys, return/selection sequences,
cursor positions and minor formatting
problems were answered within a few
days. Other major improvements requested
such as the taking and fo rm atting of
3746/M900 traces have been delivered in
the latest version.

CONCLUSION
Overall, we’re pleased with the time
and effort we saved by implementing the
product. In fact, we’ve now purchased the
product and it is in production throughout
our network. We’ve ascertained that the
improvement in our network problem
resolution technique has played a major
role in ensuring our implementation dates
are met. ts
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CAVEATS
Unfortunately, not everything we tried
worked as well as the APPN and Frame
Relay LINE trace reports. In fact, to date,
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